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THE CURE OF -DIPHTHERIA. I ment of some kind. Decomposition sets in; and if there be 

Dr. E. N. Chapman, of Brooklyn, N. Y., has discovered a re::!ucible compound near it, chemical changes result. If 
an antidote to the poison of diphtheria, by which the per- the strata contains sulphate of iron, it is reduced to sulphide, 
centage of deaths is reduced to less than one in fifty. Statis- commonly known as iron pyrites or false gold. The reduc 
tics show that the percentage of recoveries in cases treated tion is effected by the carbon of the plant abstracting the 
under the usual practice is about thirteen, or eighty-seven oxygen from the sulphate. The resulting carbonic acid 
out of a hundred sufferers succumb to the fell disease. either is taken up by percolating water and penetrates 
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Diphtheria first appeared in this country in 1858. Dr. farther into the heart of the rock, effecting new changes, 
Chapman, in 1859, lost several cases, and became distrustful or it finds its way to the surface through some crevice, or by 
of the regular methods. He had been using alcohol in the aid of a mineral spring, and once more mingles with the 
cure of ship· fever, and he determined, though contrary to the atmosphere, to be perhaps again absorbed by vegetation 
all rules, to try it in aiphtheria. To his surprise, several of and pass through a similar round of changes afresh. In 
his patients recovered. He then tried quinia, and found it many cases the action of the carbonic acid changes It metallic 
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gratis for every club of five subscribers at $3.20 each; additional copies at remedies, he claims that diphtheria is more amenable to streams were deposited along their beds, and valuable beds 
same proportionate rate. Postage prepaid. treatment than many common diseases. In an epidemic, of ore were formed. 
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dence of the fever, as is usually the case ill from twenty- Oxygen is the next in importance as a geological agent. 
four to thirty-six hours, a purulent secretion begins to loosen Percolating in rocks, dissolved in rain water, it quickly re
the membrane, and soon, thereafter, to detach it in flaky, acts on all oxidizable substances. Carbonates and proto-
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VENERABLE JOURNALISTS. 

In the December issue of Godey's Lrtdy's Book appear the 
valedictories of both the editor and the publisher of that 
m�.gazine, which with the beginning of the new year is to 
pp� into other hands. Much has been written and said 
about the exhaustive nature of the journalist'S profession, and 
the general deduction has been made that as a rule literary 
people are neither long-lived nor are they able to withstand 
the mental labor incumbent upon them, over any very ex· 
tended periods of years, comparison being had with mem
bers of other calliJigs. No better examples demonstrating 
the contrary oi the commonly accepted opinion could be 
found than in the cotreers of Mrs. Sarah Josepha Hale and 
Mr. L. A. Godey. lVlrs. Hale states that she began the edit
ing of the Ladies' Magazine, in 1827-fifty years ago-mne 
years later that periodical was consolidated with the Lady's 
Book, of which Mrs. Hale assumed the editorship, the active 
duties of which she has subsequently continuously per
formed. A half century of steady journalistic labor is in 
itself phenomenal, more so when It be considered that a 
woman has accomplished the task and 11 becomes still more 
remarkable when we are told that it has been done not 
early, but late in lif�, Mrs. Hale now having attained the 
venerable age of 90 years. Certainly no one would imagine 
that the editor of the sprightly periodical before us, a jour 
nal which pre-eminently deals with fashion and art, and is
addressed espeCIally to the young, is the same editor who 
wrote in the same brilliant way and made up the same in
teresting papers for our grandmothers, but the fact rellams 
that she of late years has bAen writing for a tllird generation 
of readers. The same lS true of Mr. Godey,although he is a 
mere youth as compared with Mrs. Hale, being but seventy 
three years of age. He began' literary work when but 
fifteen years old, and hence his journalistic hfe has extenc'ed 
over fifty-eight years, during all but the first ten of which he 
has uninterruptedly published the Lady's Book. 

Both of these venerable: members of the press-and with 
the exception of William Cullen Bryant, we can recall 
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